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1 Purpose of report 

 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Schools Forum with an update on the 

latest developments in respect of the future school revenue funding 
arrangements for the financial year 2020-21 onwards 

 
2 Recommendations 
2.1 It is recommended that Schools Forum: 

 
2.1.1 Note the Department for Education's proposed changes to school 

revenue funding arrangements for 2020-21 as set out in this report. 
2.1.2 Note the outcome of the Autumn consultation with schools as set out in 

Appendix 2.  
 

2.1.3 Endorse the proposals for implementing the local funding formula 
arrangements  as set out in this report; in particular: 

 To implement the minimum per pupil funding levels at the 
Department for Education recommended rates for 2020-21 as 
set out in paragraph 5.6 and Table 2; 

 To implement the National Funding Formula rates for both 
primary and secondary schools in in 2020-21, as set out in 
Appendix 5; 

 To implement a minimum funding guarantee (MFG) of at least 
+0.5% and up to +1.84% subject to affordability, for 2020-21 as 
set out in paragraphs 5.8 to 5.9  

 To utilise the additional funding provided as part of the 
Dedicated School Grant High Needs Block for 2020-21 to meet 
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the forecast high needs pressures in the order of priority as set 
out in section 12 and Table 5; 

 To implement the disapplication requests as set out in section 
6. 

 
3 Background 

 
3.1 In May 2019 the authority consulted with schools regarding the direction of 

travel for the 2020-21 schools funding arrangements.  This initial consultation 
was held without the benefit of any operational guidance issued by the 
Department for Education (DfE). 

 
3.2 In the May consultation schools were asked for their feedback regarding the 

following proposals for the financial year 2020-21: 

 Moving primary schools to the national funding formula 

 Continuing to use the minimum pupil level as set by the DfE 

 Setting the minimum funding guarantee at zero percent 

 Consider the potential transfer of up to 0.5% from the Schools 
Block to the High Needs Block. 

 
3.3 The results of the consultation were taken to Schools Forum and Cabinet 

Member, in July 2019 and they indicated that schools were broadly in favour 
of the proposals.  However due to the lack of guidance from the DfE, Schools 
Forum and the Cabinet Member for Education were not asked to approve any 
specific recommendations.  Instead they endorsed the proposal for the 
authority to develop the indicative Dedicated School Grant (DSG) budget for 
2020-21 using the latest information on Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities (SEND), and would consult further with schools in the autumn term. 
 

3.4 In the absence of guidance, the authority prepared a consultation with schools 
which provided detail on the anticipated high needs pressures and implications 
on the mainstream budgets. 
 

3.5 On 3 September the Government announced additional funding nationally for 
mainstream schools and for pupils with SEND.  The announcements for 
Education funding showed a year on year growth over a three year period, 
whilst the announcement for SEND was only released for 2020-21. Whilst 
further detail was released on 9 September, the impact on the funding received 
by Portsmouth was not clear. 

 
3.6 The authority decided to publish the consultation with schools on the morning 

of 12th September 2019 (Appendix 1), which closed on 30 September 2019.  
Following the closure of the consultation the DfE released the indicative 2020-
21 DSG funding1 for Portsmouth, along with details of the 2020-21 provisional 
NFF factor funding values.  As the results of the consultation with schools 
(Appendix 2) were inconclusive and the increase in funding was significant it 
was agreed to further engage with schools through two briefing sessions held 

                                            
1 Based on October 2018 census data. 
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on 22 and 23 of October.  The briefing sessions updated schools on the 
expected funding for 2020-21 and the long term pressures on the high needs 
block, highlighting the authority's intention to work with schools to ensure 
pupils were supported within an inclusive environment and within the 
resources available.  The consultation was re-opened until 25 October and 
schools were provided with an indicative budget share (Appendix 3) based on 
the new national funding formula factor values and an increased minimum 
funding guarantee of +1.84% per pupil on 31 October.    

 
3.7 This report is intended to provide Schools Forum with an overview of the main 

changes highlighted in the operational guide and of the results of the autumn 
consultation, school briefing sessions and the progress being made towards 
agreeing the Schools Funding arrangements locally for the financial year 2020-
21. 

 
4 Dedicated School Grant (DGS) Funding  

 
4.1 The DfE operational guide for 2020-21, has provided updated information on 

the direction of travel towards the NFF. Further information in respect of High 
Needs was published on 3rd October 2019. The DfE have advised that local 
authorities will continue to have flexibility to set a local formula in consultation 
with Schools Forum for 2020-21. 
 

4.2 Whilst the government has confirmed its intention to move to a "hard" national 
funding formula for all schools, a date of implementation has not been provided 
and the guidance suggests that further consultation with local authorities and 
other stakeholders will happen in due course. 
 

4.3 Indicative funding allocations for 2020-21 were published to local authorities 
on 11 October 2019.  Portsmouth's indicative allocations (inclusive of 
academies' funding) for 2020-21, together with current allocations for 2019-20 
are shown in the table below: 

 
Table 1 - Indicative Funding 2020-21 

 2019/202 
£m 

2020/21 
£m 

Change 
£m 

Change 
% 

Schools Block 116.085 120.7063 4.641 3.98% 

HN Block 21.156 24,2684 2.269 14.7% 

EY Block 14.175 14,399 0.224 1.58% 

CSSB 0.825 0.841 0.016 1.93% 

 
 

                                            
2 As per July 2019 DSG allocation. 
3 Excluding growth funding. 
4 Including import export adjustment for a change in home authority for a post 16 provider. 
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4.4 Local authorities may again request a one off transfer of the Schools Block 
funding to the High Needs Block to support pressures. Up to 0.5% of the 
Schools Block can be agreed by Schools Forum, and any transfer above this 
requires Secretary of State Approval. There are no restrictions for transferring 
funding from the Central Schools Support Block, the Early Years Block or the 
High Needs Block to other funding blocks. 

 
4.5 The authority has explored the option of transferring funding from the Schools 

Block to the High Needs Block and consulted with schools. However as long 
as growth continues within the current projections, the increase in funding will 
enable the authority to manage the forecast pressures for 2020-21 within the 
High Needs Block funding and without recourse to the Schools Block.  Section 
11 sets out the strategy for working with schools over the coming years to 
manage the pressure on the High Needs Block, promote inclusion and improve 
the outcomes for children and young people 0-25 with SEND.  

 
5 Schools Block 

  
5.1 The Schools Block covers the mainstream (maintained and academy) schools 

individual budgets and the growth fund.  The DfE has advised that the 
percentage increases to the Schools Block will be measured against the 2019-
20 baseline funding to local authorities (previously increases were measured 
against the 2017-18 baseline). 
 

5.2 The 2020-21 policy document on the Schools Block funding to the local 
authority will allow for: 

 A 4% increase to the NFF pupil led factors (with the exception of the Free 

School Meals factor).  The provisional NFF factor values for 2020-21 are 

listed in Appendix 4. 

 A 4% increase to the Lump sum. 

 Minimum per pupil funding levels of £3,750 for Primary, £4,800 key stage 

three pupils, £5,300 key stage four pupils (totals £5,000 for secondary 

pupils).  The Primary level will rise to £4,000 by 2021-22. 

 A minimum increase of 1.84% on the per pupil funding provided in 2019-

20 

 An increase of 1.84% to the Free School Meals factor 

 An increase to the PFI factor in line with the retail price index. 

 They will remove the cap from local authority funding allocation (local 

authorities still have the ability to set a local cap on gains). Portsmouth 

currently does not implement the cap 

 There is no change to the methodology of funding Growth for local 

authorities, but the funding values will be increased by 4% 

 The teachers' pay grant and teachers' pension employer contributions 

grant will continue to be paid separately to the NFF for 2020-21.  
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5.3 It should be clarified that the above changes relate to the calculation of the 
schools block as a whole.  
 

Funding for Schools  
 

Minimum per pupil funding level 
 
5.4 The DfE has again proposed minimum per pupil funding levels (MFLs) for 

2020-21, which are shown in the table below. The DfE have consulted on the 
MFL factor becoming a mandatory factor from the 2020-21 financial year.  The 
DfE have advised that whilst they are not able to publish the results of the 
consultation until after the election, local authorities should presume that the 
factor will be mandatory in 2020-21. 
 
Portsmouth implemented the primary and secondary MFLs at the 
recommended levels in 2019-20 and it is proposed that we continue to 
implement the DfE recommended levels for 2020-21.  
 

Table 2 - Minimum per pupil level funding 2020-21 

Phase MFL 2019-20 MFL 2020-21 Change 

Primary £3,500 £3,750 £250 

Secondary £4,800 £5,000 £200 

All-through £4,0425 £4,2716 £229 

KS4 only schools £5,100 £5,300 £200 

 
5.5 The operational guidance clarifies the calculation for middle schools, all 

through schools and schools with non-standard year group structure (e.g. all 
through schools) which provides greater consistency.   
 

5.6 Financial modelling using the October 2018 data set shows that after applying 
the revised NFF factor values, eight primary schools and one secondary school 
receive additional funding through the use of the 2020-21 recommended 
MFLs. 

 
Minimum increase of 1.84% on the per pupil funding provided in 2019-20 
 
5.7 The DfE have stated they will set the funding floor at 1.84%.  This minimum 

increase to the funding provided to local authorities will be based on individual 
schools NFF per pupil allocation in 2019-20.  
 

Minimum Funding Guarantee (MFG)  
 

5.8 Local authorities will have the freedom to set a Minimum Funding Guarantee 
in their local formula of between +0.5% to +1.84% per pupil, without application 

                                            
5 It should be noted that this value is based on years R to 5 for primary year groups and 7 to 11 secondary 
year groups being present in an all-through school. 
6 It should be noted that this value reflects Mayfield having all year groups in both the primary and secondary 
sectors being present in from September 2020. 
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to the Secretary of State.  The MFG is applied to the individual school funding 
formula after the minimum per pupil funding.  Initial financial modelling of a 
plus 1.84% MFG would provide additional funding to 25 primary schools and 
two secondary schools. 
 

5.9 Initial modelling suggests that the authority will be able to set an MFG value of 
plus 1.84%, for 2020-21. 

 
Growth Funding 

 
5.10 The DfE has advised that there is no change to the methodology for allocating 

the Growth fund to local authorities, but the funding per pupil and new school 
rates used in the calculation will be uplifted for 2020-21 by 4% and rounded to 
the nearest £5.  The 2019-20 and 2020-21 values per "growth pupil" are shown 
in the table below. 
 

Table 3 - Growth funding per pupil rates 

 2019-20 
rates 

2020-21 
rates 

 £ £ 

Primary growth pupil 1,370 1,425 

Secondary growth pupil 2,050 2,130 

New school 65,000 67,600 

 
5.11 It is not expected that local authorities will have to allocate funding on this 

basis. 
 

5.12 Indicative growth allocation for 2020-21 has not been published as they relate 
to growth between the October 2018 and the October 2019 census data.  At 
this stage it is difficult to estimate how much funding will be received, but due 
to the University Technical College being full, initial modelling using the draft 
October 2019 census numbers would suggest that funding will be in the region 
of £950,000, which is higher than originally expected. 
 

5.13 The consultation issued to schools in the autumn term contained information 
regarding the impact of pupil numbers on future funding based on the 2019-20 
allocation rates. A number of options relating to the secondary growth funding 
arrangements were put forward to schools to state a preference.  

 
6 Disapplication requests 
 
6.1 Each year, local authorities can submit disapplication requests to the ESFA, 

where strict adherence to the legislation as set out in the School and Early 
Years Finance (England) regulations (as amended each year), would 
generate perverse results for specific schools. The authority submitted two 
disapplication requests by the deadline of 11 October 2019 in respect of the 
operation of the minimum funding guarantee (MFG), as set out in the 
following paragraphs. 
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6.2 Charter Academy: Charter has historically enjoyed a high level of MFG 
protection, which dates back many years and was caused by a sudden and 
significant drop in pupils. The local formula at that time, in common with most 
other local formulae, provided "real term protection", which ensured that a 
school would receive at least 95% of the previous year's funding in cash terms. 
This funding was subsequently locked in by the MFG, which provides 
protection on a per pupil basis. As the pupil numbers at Charter have 
increased, so the MFG protection has grown. 
 

6.3 Capital investment for Charter is needed to increase the capacity of the school 
to meet basic need; however the local authority could not sanction the capital 
investment if the increase in capacity would also increase the level of MFG 
support. The local authority has agreed a compromise with Charter, whereby 
only 600 pupils (2018-19 capacity) would continue to receive MFG protection 
and any new pupils above that level will receive appropriate pupil-led funding 
for that school, i.e. basic entitlement, deprivation, prior attainment funding etc. 
Official approval to this agreement has now been received from the DfE, but 
needs to be applied for annually. 
 

6.4 Mayfield School: Mayfield is continuing to open new primary year groups as 
it moves towards becoming an all-through school. The MFG, in its pure form, 
uses the average per pupil funding from the previous year as a baseline to 
calculate any protection due. Whilst the school is growing, the per-pupil 
average is skewed towards the existing secondary provision, which means that 
any additional primary age pupils would be artificially protected at the "whole 
school" rate. We have therefore requested that the MFG is amended to ensure 
that the school is funded appropriately for the age profile of its pupils.  This is 
expected to be the final year of this request as the primary school is expected 
to have all years full from September 2020. 
 

6.5 The authority received approval to dis-apply the regulations for 2020-21 for 
both of the above disapplication requests on 29 October 2019.  

 
7 High Needs Block Funding 

 
7.1 The DfE has advised that each local authority should see an increase in their 

High Needs Block funding of 8%, using the 2019-20 high needs allocations as 
a baseline including the additional funding announced in December 2018, with 
adjustments for population changes. The DfE have also set a gains cap of 
17%. 
 

7.2 Indicative funding published by the DfE on 9 October provides Portsmouth with 
an increase in funding of 14.7% when compared to 2019-20.   
 

7.3 The actual funding allocation for 2020-21 will not be known until December 
2019. 
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7.4 The teachers' pay grant and teachers' pension employer contributions grant 
will continue to be paid separately to the NFF for 2020-21 for Special Schools 
High Needs settings. 
 

 
 

8 Central Schools Services Block 
 
8.1 The Central Schools Services Block (CSSB) supports the following 

budgets: 

 Admissions 

 Central licences provided by the DfE 

 Schools Forum  

 Education support grant retained duties for all schools. 
 

8.2 The authority is expected to receive an increase of £16,000 due to an 
increase in the per pupil funding rate to £33.48, an increase of 1.94%.  
The authority will utilise the increase to fund an inflationary increase in 
central licences and to support the Admissions service. 
 

9 Early Years Block Funding 
 

9.1 On the 31 October the DfE issued the hourly funding rates for 2, 3 & 4 year 
olds for 2020-21.  This is expected to provide Portsmouth with an additional 
£0.2m funding to the early years block. The table below sets out the hourly 
funding rates for 2019-20 and 2020-21.   
 

Table 4 Early Years Block funding Two, Three and Four Year old 
hourly rates 

 2019-20 2020-21 Variance 

 £ £ £ 

Two year olds 5.43 5.51 0.08 

Three and four year olds 4.69 4.77 0.08 

 
9.2 Due to Purdah it has not been possible to consult with providers on the 

proposals for the early years' formula for 2020-21. A short consultation is 
expected to take place with providers from 16 December, the results of which 
will be brought to the January 2020 Schools Forum and Cabinet Member 
meetings.  

 
10 Engagement with schools 

 
10.1 In September 2019 the authority consulted with schools regarding the 2020-

21 projected pressure within the High Needs Block.  The consultation set out 
the pressures seen in the High Needs Block and explained that should the 
pressure continue at the same rate of growth, as in previous years, plus cost 
pressures then the authority would be looking at between £1.9m and £2.4m 
gap between the High Needs Block funding (as at July 2019) and the funding 
requirement. 
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10.2 The consultation provided schools with an explanation of the current and 2020-

21 forecast position, an indication of the amount of funding required to cover 
the pressure, and how much this would equate to per pupil if the funding should 
be transferred from the Schools Block to the High Needs Block.  The 
consultation asked schools if they would support a transfer from the Schools 
Block to the High Needs Block and in light of the additional funding for SEND, 
their priorities as to how the additional resources should be used. 
 

10.3 A copy of the consultation can be seen in Appendix 1 and a breakdown of the 
results and comments can be found in Appendix 2. 
 

10.4 Overall we had 30 responses to the consultation within the extended 
timescale, of which there were 29 (46.8%) schools, 20 Primary, six 
Secondary/all-through and three Special schools, in addition to the schools 
one Academy Trust responded separately to the schools in the Trust.  We 
received three responses from Multi Academy Trusts who responded on behalf 
of all schools in the Trust (a total of 14 schools), therefore their response has 
been counted according to the number of schools in the total numbers.   

 
10.5 Not all schools answered every question in the consultation which has led to 

some questions not totalling to 30 responses.  Of the 30 Schools that 
responded to the consultation seven schools chose not to prioritise how the 
additional SEND funding should be utilised and eight schools either did not 
complete or partially completed the prioritisation of the growth fund options.   
 

10.6 Overall the results of the consultation were inconclusive and did not provide a 
clear direction of travel for the authority.   

 
10.7 In light of this and the announcement of the indicative local authority funding 

shortly after the closure of the consultation the authority decided to delay 
reporting to Schools Forum to provide time to further consult with schools and 
engage them in discussion at two briefings held on 22 and 23 October.  The 
consultation was reopened to enable schools to respond or update their 
response following any clarification at the briefing sessions.  No further 
responses were received from schools. 

 
10.8 The briefings provided a useful forum to inform schools of the indicative 

additional funding for 2020-21 and to discuss future strategies for managing 
High Needs in the City.  A number of suggestions were provided by schools at 
the briefings, these are included in Appendix 3.  The following sections set out 
the strategic direction of the authority and proposals regarding the High Needs 
Block for the 2020-21 financial year and beyond. 

 
11 Strategic direction  

 
11.1 The strategic direction, as set out in the SEND Strategy, remains a 

commitment to promote inclusion and improve the outcomes for children and 
young people aged 0-25 with SEND. In order to do this, we aim to ensure that 
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there are in place a continuum of high quality support services that contribute 
towards removing barriers to achievement and that children and young 
people's special educational needs are identified early so that a high quality 
and co-ordinated offer of support can be put in place. 

 
11.2 The SEND Strategy states that we aim to ensure a continuum of high quality 

educational provision is in place so that children and young people with SEND 
can attend a local mainstream nursery, school or college wherever possible. 
 

11.3 This means that we need to ensure mainstream providers have the resources, 
skills and competence to meet the needs of a wide range of children and young 
people with SEND. In addition, we want to commission high quality specialist 
provision so that children and young people can be successfully educated 
within the city.   
 

11.4 In 2017/18 Portsmouth and Southampton City Councils undertook a joint 
SEND Strategic Review. A summary of the key findings that are pertinent to 
this paper are set out below: : 

 

 The number of EHCPs will increase, at a minimum, in line with population 
increases and increases in prevalence, but potentially also as a result of 
increased expectations and demand.  
 

 This increase is expected to be most significant in the numbers of 
children with severe learning difficulties and complex needs which has 
already put pressure on special school places. 
 

 The need and demand for Special School places is predicted to 
increase year on year due to increasing numbers of children and young 
people with severe and complex needs and autism and the increase in age 
of statutory protection 
 

 The review identified that there are children currently in special schools 
whose needs could be met in an inclusion centre or mainstream school, 
but additional support and resources for mainstream schools would be 
needed to achieve this.  

 
 

11.5 These predictions have been further refined and confirmed by the SEN Place 
Planning Strategy 2018-2024. In the light of this, an SEND accommodation 
review was commissioned in 2019 to: review existing accommodation; 
consider how to physically organise the SEND provision on a city wide basis; 
and identify the need for additional accommodation and / or reconfiguration of 
existing accommodation. 

 
11.6 Key recommendations from the review included: 

 Inclusion centres - additional places should be created by extending the 
capacity of existing facilities (Trafalgar, Milton Park and Portsdown) 
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subject to feasibility work; and that new inclusion provision is considered 
if future opportunities become available 

 Alternative / SEMH provision (AP) - capacity at Flying Bull Inclusion 
Centre is increased to meet the growing need (and to consider an 
extension to Year 6 on the Flying Bull site); and consideration be given 
to supporting internal AP provision in secondary mainstream schools 

 Complex and Complex Plus - a new 140 place school should be built 
on the former King Richard School (estimated cost of £20m); and that 
further work be undertaken to look at the commissioning of post 19 places 

 
11.7 A second phase of work is now being undertaken building on these 

recommendations but looking at other alternatives in terms of the 
recommendation for a new special school due to the lack of capital funding 
available and taking into account the revenue implications and the increased 
pressure that would be placed on the High Needs Block of the DSG if a special 
school were to be built.   The second phase of work is due to be completed by 
April 2020 and will inform future capital works to support SEND places in the 
city.  
 

12 High Needs Block - consultation results and proposals 
 

Mainstream Education Health and Care plans 
 

12.1 The majority of schools did not support the move to a banded funding system, 
stating that the £6,000 and the current EHCP funding did not cover the cost of 
learning support assistants. However when asked if they would be happy to 
transfer funding from the schools block to the high needs block to cover the 
increase in costs and numbers, schools supported the introduction of a banded 
funding system rather than a non-banded system stating that any additional 
High Needs block funding should be prioritised to mainstream EHCP. 
 

12.2 It is therefore proposed to use the additional High Needs Block funding to cover 
the cost of mainstream EHCPs for 2020-21.  However to maximise the use of 
the additional funding it is proposed to implement a banding system, from April 
2021 (2021-22 financial year) and work will continue with schools during 2020-
21 to agree the criteria and funding values in preparation for the 2021-22 
budget setting process.  

 
Independent Specialist provision 

 
12.3 Schools recognised the pressure in this area, but were not supportive of using 

the schools block to fund those pupils in Independent Specialist provision.  
With regards to prioritisation this was placed in the middle of the list (7th).  The 
authority has limited flexibility in placing these pupils and whilst they are 
reviewed on a regular basis once a pupil is settled in an educational setting 
there is limited scope to move them to a setting in the City. 
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12.4 It is proposed that as these costs relate to the most vulnerable pupils in the 
City that the additional funding is used to support these placements over any 
other priorities. 

 
Special schools Element 3 Top-up and additional special school places 

 
12.5 Whilst these two budgets were consulted on separately, they are intrinsically 

linked.  Although schools did not support the transfer of funding from the 
Schools Block to cover the costs of the additional places and associated top-
up funding, they considered the funding of the additional places as a high 
priority (3rd) for the use of the additional funding. However the prioritisation of 
the Element 3 Top-up funding was a low priority for schools.   
 

12.6 As the element 3 top-up relates to the pupils that are placed in the additional 
places, it would be prudent to utilise the additional funding to support these 
pupils that are already in school. 

 
Solent Academies Trust Element 3 Top-up funding 

 
12.7 Schools supported the introduction of banding methodology to be used across 

all the Solent Academy Trust (SAT) Portsmouth Schools. This would mean 
that a pupil would receive the same amount of funding according their level of 
need regardless of which school they attend. 
 

12.8 To provide Schools Forum with assurance, the authority has worked closely 
with SAT to understand the financial pressures, including analysis using both 
local and DfE funding models and the outcomes of a School Resource 
Management Advisor review and can confirm that the Trust has taken action 
to reduce costs and manage the financial pressures identified.  Further work 
is on-going to provide surety that the school is using the resources effectively 
to deliver Education to pupils.  It is expected to get the results of this review to 
enable the authority to bring a proposal back to Schools Forum to enable the 
setting of the 2020-21 high needs budget at either the January for February 
2020 meetings.    
 

Post 16 Colleges 
 

12.9 Support for transferring funding from the Schools Block to cover the costs of 
pupils with EHCP in post 16 settings was not supported by the majority of 
schools.  The number of EHCP pupils in post 16 settings is increasing and the 
authority is required to fund both the Element 2 place funding and Element 3 
top-up for those further Education Colleges in Portsmouth and where pupils 
attend colleges outside of the City boundaries we are required to fund the 
Element 3 top-up.  Whilst schools put the funding of Post 16 pupils and places 
low on the priority list, it is proposed to fund Post-16 pupils from the additional 
High Needs Block funding.  This will mean that we are not required to utilise 
funding for mainstream schools to fund this area. 
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Transfer from the Early Years block 
 

12.10 The majority of schools who responded have supported a transfer from the 
Early Years block to support the Early Years Inclusion Fund - highly complex 
pupils.  This funding would be removed by reducing the funding held centrally 
for the provision of support provided to childcare settings with regards to 
childcare payments, advice regarding quality of services and ensuring 
sufficiency places which could impact on the provision of services provided to 
schools and childcare settings. 
 

12.11 The additional funding provided through the indicative High Needs Block will 
be sufficient to support the Early Years Inclusion Fund for highly complex 
pupils.   

 
13 Use of the additional High Needs Block funding. 

 
13.1 As set out above based on the indicative funding the authority is expecting 

additional funding of approximately £2.3m, pressures are projected to be 
between £1.9m to £2.4m depending on the outcomes of the work with Solent 
Academies Trust. 
 

13.2 The table below summarises the proposals set out above and how the 
additional funding will be used to meet the priorities identified by those schools 
who responded to the consultation and those identified by the local authority 
as requiring funding.  This may be updated following the outcome of the review 
of Solent Academies Trust. 

 
Table 5 - Prioritisation of additional funding   

Options Funding 
requirement 

£ 

School 
Priority 

Pupils at Mainstreams schools with EHCP - without banding 547,200 3 

Pupils in specialist independent provision (Out of City) 284,100 8 

Special schools Element 3 Top-up (increased numbers and 
complexity) 

694,700 10 

Additional special school places 81,600 2 

Post 16 colleges additional places and associated Element 3 top-
up 

152,600 11 

Early years complex needs inclusion fund 58,500 4 

Additional funding utilised to support high needs pressures 1,818,700  

 
13.3 The costs of the forecast pressures are based on July 2019 pupil information 

and known changes to the September cohort funding as at August 2019.  As 
the financial year progresses these forecasts will be refined based on the latest 
data available up to the end of November 2019.  This will ensure that the 
budget brought to the January Schools Forum and Cabinet Member is based 
on recent information and maximises the use of the additional resources 
provided by the DfE. 
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13.4 Whilst it is expected that the authority will be able to fund the pressures in 

2020-21 and will not be seeking a transfer from the Schools Block.  In light of 
the uncertainty regarding the High Needs Block funding in 2021-22 work will 
need to continue with schools over 2020-21 to develop options and proposals 
to manage future costs and to mitigate any future potential of transferring 
funding from the Schools Block to support high needs in 2021-22 and beyond.  
One early proposal which will be brought back to Schools Forum in February 
2020 is to increase the capacity of the council's SEN team in order that the 
team can support Annual Reviews of EHCPs in both mainstream and special 
schools, monitoring spend and outcomes. The increase in capacity will also 
allow the team to better monitor out of city placements.  A similar approach is 
being taken by other local authorities including Hampshire County Council. 

 
14 Growth funding 

 
14.1 The Growth Fund provides schools with a contribution towards the cost of 

additional pupils joining the school in September and the receipt of the funding 
associated with the cost of those pupils 7 months (Maintained Schools) or 12 
months (Academy Schools) later.  As stated in a paragraph 4.12 the authority 
is funded on a per pupil rate for primary and secondary pupils that does not 
reflect the actual cost of educating a pupil during this period. 

 
14.2 As set out in the consultation the authority knows that they will receive a 

reduction in growth funding as part of the schools block allocation for 2020-21 
as the University Technical College is now full and those pupils will no longer 
be seen as growth in the DfE funding methodology. 

 
14.3 The consultation indicated that no change to the current funding methodology 

for funding Growth in the secondary schools in the City was the preferred 
option. 

 
14.4 The authority recognises that schools are having to fund the gap between 

growth funding provided by the authority and the cost of the additional pupils; 
particularly over a five year period of significant growth; but also notes that 
there is no appetite from the schools to transfer funding from schools to support 
an increase in the growth fund.  It is therefore proposed that following the 
receipt of the 2020-21 funding allocation in December and clarification of the 
actual growth funding provide by the DfE that the funding provided to 
Secondary schools is reviewed and if possible increased to closer reflect the 
key stage three per pupil entitlement value as funded via the national funding 
formula. 

 
15 Reason for recommendations 

 
15.1 This purpose of this report is to provide an update on the latest developments 

in respect of the future school revenue funding arrangements for 2020-21 
onwards. The report also seeks endorsement to the proposals for 
implementing these arrangements locally, in order to ensure that they comply 
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with the requirements of both the DfE's operational guidance and the School 
and Early Years Finance (England) Regulations. 

 
16 Equality impact assessment (EIA) 

 
16.1 This report and the proposals within form part of, and are consistent with, the 

national implementation of the schools and high needs national funding 
formula as directed by the Department of Education and set out in the School 
and Early Years Finance (England) (no. 2) Regulations 2018. 

 
16.2 The DfE has conducted a full Equality Impact Assessment which can be found 

on their website7. The funding system does not seek to target funding by 
reference to particular protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010, 
but instead targets funding to those groups which the evidence demonstrates 
face barriers to their educational achievement. 

 
16.3 The consultation carried out with schools (Appendix 1) and this report form 

part of a wider Equality Impact Assessment reviewing the methodology of 
funding pupils with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities. 

 
17 Legal Implications 

 
17.1 The Government is reforming the current school funding system from 2018-

2019 and the details of that planned reform are set out in the body of this 
report. 
 

17.2 The recommendations in this report are consistent with the requirements of 
the Schools Revenue Funding Operational Guide published by the Education 
& Skills Funding Agency and the national funding formula for schools and 
high needs 2020 to 2021 published by the Department for Education. 

 
17.3 It is anticipated that the School and Early Years Finance (England) (No.2) 

Regulations 2018 will be updated in due course by central government to 
confirm the specific provisions in relation to schools funding in the 2020/21 
financial year. 

 
 

18 Finance Comments 
 

18.1 Financial comments and implications are included in the body of this report. 
 
 
Signed by: Alison Jeffery, Director of Children, Families and Education 
 
 
  

                                            
7 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-needs-
equalities-impact-assessment 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-needs-equalities-impact-assessment
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-needs-equalities-impact-assessment
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Appendices:  
Appendix 1: Autumn consultation 2020-21 
Appendix 2: Consultation results and comments 
Appendix 3: 2020-21 Indicative budget share using 2020-21 indicative NFF and 1.84% 

minimum funding guarantee per pupil 
Appendix 4:  Portsmouth Rates to National Funding Rates Comparison Table 2019/20 to 

2020/21 
Appendix 5:  NFF Rates - comparison Table 2019-20 to 2020-21 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

The national funding formula for schools 
and high needs 2020 to 2021 (published 
11/10/19) 
 
Schools revenue funding 2020 to 2021: 
Operational guide (published 12/09/19) 
 
 
School and Early Years Finance (England) 
(No2) Regulations 2018 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/na
tional-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-
needs  
 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/govern
ment/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data
/file/831848/Schools_operational_guide_2020_t
o_2021.pdf 
 
The School and Early Years Finance (England) 
(No. 2) Regulations 2018 

 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:   
  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-needs
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-needs
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-funding-formula-for-schools-and-high-needs
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/831848/Schools_operational_guide_2020_to_2021.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/831848/Schools_operational_guide_2020_to_2021.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/831848/Schools_operational_guide_2020_to_2021.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/831848/Schools_operational_guide_2020_to_2021.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/1185/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/1185/made
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Appendix 1 
 
2020-21 School Funding Formula Stage 2 Consultation - autumn 2019 
 
See separate document 
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Appendix 2: 2020-21 School Funding Formula Stage 2 Consultation - Results  
 

High Needs Funding Proposals 
Mainstream Education Health and Care plans - section 3.3 and 3.4 

1 Do you agree with the proposal to move to a banded 
funding system for pupils in mainstream schools with 
an EHCP as set out in section 3.4 from 1 September 
2020? 
 

 
Y = 11 

 
N = 17 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Infant 1 - Due to the top up funding being set at only £9 per hour 
compared to the hourly rate for a band 3 TA being a minimum of £9.36 before 
employer NI and pension contributions, schools are already funding more that 
£6,000 for each EHCP pupil on roll and are having to cover the shortfall from within 
their budget. Under the proposed banding, a majority of schools would see their 
Top-up funding decrease, putting even more pressure on school's budgets. 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) - N/A 
Maintained Secondary 1 - this is an area of growth. Consequently, prudent 
measures need to be taken to ensure long term financial sustainability. 
Maintained Junior 2 - Due to the top up funding being set at only £9 per hour 
compared to the hourly rate for a band 3 TA being a minimum of £9.36 before 
employer NI and pension contributions, schools are already funding more that 
£6,000 for each EHCP pupil on roll and are having to cover the shortfall from within 
their budget. Under the proposed banding, a majority of schools would see their 
Top-up funding decrease, putting even more pressure on school's budgets. 
Maintained Infant 2 - Whilst we agree with this in principle, the funding is not 
enough to provide adequate support for individuals - if we want quality support for 
our most vulnerable children the appropriate funding must be provided. Introducing 
the proposed banding will see the majority of schools having a decrease in their 
funding, when budgets are already under huge pressure. 
Maintained Infant 3 - As schools are being expected to include increased numbers 
of pupils with additional and complex needs, as identified in their EHCPs, having 
less funding for these pupils is untenable.  
Maintained Junior 3 - However, this would be agreed subject to clear criteria for 
each band and evaluation of impact on individual schools.  It does make sense to 
improve the efficiency of the system.  All needs to be subject to realistic costs of 
support rather than salary and on-costs from many years ago ie that £6000 of 
support equates to about 12.5 hours of TA support. 
Maintained Infant 4 - As a very inclusive school that has a high number of high 
costing EHCPs we are already struggling to fund them and are in the worrying 
position of being the possibility of having to set a deficit budget next year to ensure 
that we continue to meet the needs of all children. The current funding doesn’t 
cover the full cost of EHCP support, so moving to the banding system would make 
things even worse for us. Sadly, if the banding system was implemented we would 
have to make the decision to limit the number of EHCPs that we can take to ensure 
the quality of education for the other children. 
Under the proposed banding, a majority of schools would see their top-up funding 
decrease, putting even more pressure on schools’ budgets and forcing them to 
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consider the number of EHCPs they can afford to take, which will be detrimental to 
all concerned. 
Trust 2 (3 schools) - We agree with the principle of this. 
Trust 3 (2 schools) - Simplification and flexibility. 
Maintained Infant 5 - Due to the top up funding being set at only £9 per hour 
compared with the hourly rate for a Band 3 TA being a minimum of £9.36 before 
employer NI and pension contributions, schools are already funding more than 
£6,000 for each EHCP pupil on roll and are having to cover the shortfall from within 
their budget. 
Under the proposed banding, a majority of schools would see their top-up funding 
decrease, putting even more pressure on schools’ budgets. 
Maintained Primary 3 - Not without further knowledge on how the banding will 
effect school budgets. Will the banding cover actual costs? 
We are presently paying £6000 per pupil before the top up element.  Presently this 
is needs led. Banding could work both ways but expectations are it will reduce the 
additional funding costing the school a lot more per a pupil with SEND. 
Presently our top up is classed as exceptional funding but I expect due to the 
mainstream needs not being as high as special schools we will not have the 
exceptional band when all judged against the same criteria.  If all judged against 
the same criteria our basic pupil funding should be raised in line with that of a 
specialist provision. 
Question 1 needs more details - in principle I do agree that schools will need to find 
additional funds for the EHCPs. But unless I know banding criteria I cannot agree.  
This then effects my responses to all other questions. 
Trust 4 (8 Schools) - This simplifies the funding and has a relatively low impact on 
individual schools. 
   

2 Agree to support the provision of EHCP in mainstream 
schools by transferring funding from the Schools Block 
to the High Needs Block through: 

  

  Using a minus -0.58% MFG adjustment at a 
cost of approximately £21.70 per pupil to 
provide £547,200 of funding to enable the 
continuation of an un-banded mainstream 
funding approach. Option 1 on Table 19 and 
Table B. Or: 
 

Y=0 N=19 

  Using a minus -0.33% MFG adjustment at a 
cost of approximately £12.42 per pupil to 
provide £308,700 of funding to enable the 
implementation of  a banded mainstream 
funding approach Option 1a on Table 19 and 
Table B. 

Y=18 N=10 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Junior 1 - I don't agree to this but I understand the need. However, 
in agreeing I recognise that Mainstream School will have to offer less to pupils as 
they will receive less funds. 
Maintained Infant 1 - made three separate points: 
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1. We do not agree with using the Schools Block as a source of additional 
funding for the High Needs Block. Mainstream schools are already under 
financial pressure on their budgets and if the High Needs Block is no 
adequate the Local Authority should be seeking additional funding from 
the government. Whilst we recognise that the costs of provision for pupils 
with SEND and complex needs is increasing, the way to approach this is 
to secure additional funding and not divert it from the other pupils in 
mainstream education. 

2. We not that the proposal is to divert funding from the schools block to the 
High Needs Block via the Minimum Funding Guarantee because 'As the 
current funding formula for mainstream schools is either the national fair 
funding rates (Secondary) or moving towards the National Fair Funding 
rates (Primary), the only factor that offers any scope to reduce funding via 
the Schools Block is the  minimum funding guarantee (MFG)' Our 
understanding is that the MFG is intended as a protection for schools 
against significant year-on-year changes in pupil-led funding, not as a 
vehicle to divert funding from the Schools Block. 

3. 46 out of 49 Portsmouth Primary schools are expected to receive a 
reduction in their funding (total allocation before MFG or CAP) as a result 
of the implementation of the National Fair Funding rates. 

Maintained Primary 1 - comments as per Maintained Infant 2 
Trust 1 (3 schools) - N/A 
Maintained Secondary 1 - as above 
Maintained Primary 2 - The schools block MUST NOT be used to fund the high 
needs block. Mainstream schools are under too much strain, which will only 
increase over the next few years. Central government and members need to 
realise that and not think they can take more money from mainstream to fund 
high needs. 
Maintained Junior 2 - made three separate points: 

1. We do not agree with using the Schools Block as a source of additional 
funding for the High Needs Block. Mainstream schools are already under 
financial pressure on their budgets and if the High Needs Block is no 
adequate the Local Authority should be seeking additional funding from 
the government. Whilst we recognise that the costs of provision for pupils 
with SEND and complex needs is increasing, the way to approach this is 
to secure additional funding and not divert it from the other pupils in 
mainstream education. 

2. We not that the proposal is to divert funding from the schools block to the 
High Needs Block via the Minimum Funding Guarantee because 'As the 
current funding formula for mainstream schools is either the national fair 
funding rates (Secondary) or moving towards the National Fair Funding 
rates (Primary), the only factor that offers any scope to reduce funding via 
the Schools Block is the  minimum funding guarantee (MFG)' Our 
understanding is that the MFG is intended as a protection for schools 
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against significant year-on-year changes in pupil-led funding, not as a 
vehicle to divert funding from the Schools Block. 

3. 46 out of 49 Portsmouth Primary schools are expected to receive a 
reduction in their funding (total allocation before MFG or CAP) as a result 
of the implementation of the National Fair Funding rates. 

Maintained Infant 2 - If either of these options is to be implemented almost every 
school in Portsmouth will see a decrease in their budgets, which is unacceptable, 
at a time when all of our budgets are under increasing strain. Whilst we 
understand that the number, complexity and cost of pupils with SEND is 
increasing, we feel that to take funding from the schools block, impacting on the 
education of children is not the solution. 
Maintained Infant 3 - It is not appropriate for any funding from the School’s 
Block to be transferred to the High Needs Block. The Local Authority will need to 
seek additional funding from the government. We should not be disadvantaging 
other pupils by diverting funds from schools into the High Needs Block. 
Maintained Junior 3 - Whilst I accept that the High needs block requires more 
money – if we take it from mainstream schools there will be a further detrimental 
effect on the pupils in those schools 
Maintained Infant 4 - Please add any further comments 

1. We do not agree with using the Schools Block as a source of additional 
funding for the High Needs Block.  Mainstream schools are already under 
financial pressure on their budgets and if the High Needs Block is not 
adequate the Local Authority should be seeking additional finance from the 
government.  Whilst we recognise that the costs of provision for pupils with 
SEND and complex needs is increasing, the way to approach this is to 
secure additional funding and not to divert it from the other pupils in 
mainstream education. PCC say that they are proud that they are one of 
the few authorities not setting a deficit budget for SEND, but by taking 
money away from schools in this way you will be putting many schools in 
this difficult position. 

2. We note that the proposal is to divert funding from the Schools Block to 
the High Needs Block via the Minimum Funding Guarantee because ‘As 
the current funding formula for mainstream schools is either at the national 
fair funding rates (Secondary) or moving towards the National Fair 
Funding rates (Primary), the only factor that offers any scope to reduce 
funding via the Schools Block is the minimum funding guarantee (MFG).’  
Our understanding is that the MFG is intended as a protection for schools 
against significant year-on-year changes in pupil-led funding, not as a 
vehicle to divert funding from the Schools Block.  

3. 46 out of 49 Portsmouth primary schools are expected to receive a 
reduction in their funding (total allocation before MFL, MFG or CAP) as a 
result of the implementation of the National Fair Funding Rates.  

Trust 2 (3 Schools) - We appreciate the principles of this from a moral and 
ethical perspective, and recognise it could benefit some pupils within our Trust, 
but it is also important to note that a cumulative decrease to our per pupil rates 
based on the options available being implemented together could quickly result in 
each of our schools receiving funding below the NFF. This could have a 
detrimental impact on our own ability to deliver our provision of services to pupils 
versus the many schools in the city who well exceed the current NFF rates. 
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Trust 3 (2 Schools) - Need to support the mainstream placements. 
Maintained Infant 5 -  

1. We do not agree with using the Schools Block as a source of additional 
funding for the High Needs Block.  Mainstream schools are already under 
financial pressure on their budgets and if the High Needs Block is not 
adequate the Local Authority should be seeking additional finance from the 
government.  Whilst we recognise that the costs of provision for pupils with 
SEND and complex needs is increasing, the way to approach this is to 
secure additional funding and not to divert it from the other pupils in 
mainstream education. 

2. Our understanding is that the MFG is intended as a protection for schools 
against significant year-on-year changes in pupil-led funding, not as a 
vehicle to divert funding from the Schools Block.   

3. 46 out of 49 Portsmouth primary schools are expected to receive a 
reduction in their funding (total allocation before MFL, MFG or CAP) as a 
result of the implementation of the National Fair Funding Rates. 

Maintained Primary 3 -  
1. 2a I am likely to lose approx. £7,000 but without being able to compare to 

my loss if 2b I cannot state yes or no. 
2. 2b I would lose just over £4,000 but this is likely to be a double reduction 

from schools budgets. Banding and MFG.  I would need to know the 
banding implications on budget before I could agree. 

Questions 2 – 7 all take money from MFG. If the highest amount were to be taken 
from for each of these aspects we could end up with over £100 less per pupil!  
This means tens of thousands reduction in school budget.   
We have to consider other areas impacting too of which staffing is high, more 
SEND in schools, plus increase of 2.75% pay rise, pensions contributions 
increased by approx. 7%.  Although support this year we cannot rely on it in 
future. 
Trust 4 (8 Schools) - If any of the options has to be implemented this has the 
lowest impact, however see overall comment. 
Academy Secondary 2- A banded system is a much fairer way of funding 
mainstream EHCPs 
 

Independent Specialist Provision Section 3.5 

3 Do you to support the provision of education to pupils 
with highly complex needs at independent specialist 
provision through using a minus -0.30% MFG 
adjustment at a cost of £11.30 per pupil to transfer 
£284,100 of funding from the Schools Block to the 
High Needs Block.   Option 2 in Table 19 and Table B. 
 

 
Y=2 

 
N=23 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Primary 1 - see comments under 2. 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) - N/A 
Maintained Secondary 1 - Out of City placements are a 'live' and ongoing cost. 
Obviously we need to consider the value that these provisions provide and see 
what can be brought back. 
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Maintained Primary 2 - The schools block MUST NOT be used to fund the high 
needs block. Mainstream schools are under too much strain, which will only 
increase over the next few years. Central government and members need to realise 
that and not think they can take more money from mainstream to fund high needs. 
Maintained Junior 2 - see comments under 2 
Academy Secondary 1 - I do not understand why this is required & I believe it is … 
Maintained Infant 3 - It is not appropriate for any funding from the School’s Block 
to be transferred to the High Needs Block. The Local Authority will need to seek 
additional funding from the government. We should not be disadvantaging other 
pupils by diverting funds from schools into the High Needs Block. 
Maintained Junior 3 - I’m not sure that we can continue to fund these provisions 
from MFG 
Maintained Infant 4 - See comments under 2. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - The principle of this we can support but as mentioned earlier, 
the cumulative impact of so many cuts to our own budget would quickly begin to 
impact on our delivery of provision to all of our pupils. 
Trust 3 (2 Schools) - We must find effective ways of educating these complex + 
vulnerable youngsters within the city. 
Maintained Infant 5 - See comments under 2. 
Maintained Primary 3 - Schools are providing education to more children with 
complex needs and thus are drawing on their own reserves.  The pot does not 
stretch. 
Academy Secondary 2 - We should keep Portsmouth children in Portsmouth and 
fund the provision we need in the City 

Special Schools - Element 3 Top-up - Section 3.6 

4 Do you support the transfer of £694,700 from the 
Schools Block to the High Needs Block through the 
use of a minus -0.75% MFG adjustment at a cost of 
approximately £27.76 per pupil?  To fund the 
additional Element 3 Top-up costs due to the 
increased numbers and needs of pupils in special 
schools.  Option 3 in Table 19 and on Table B. 
 

 
Y=4 

 
N=24 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Primary 1 - see comments under 2. 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) - Agree - the High Needs Block has significant constraints on 
its budget and a move would help with the increased complexity of care required. 
Maintained Secondary 1 - Another area of growth, and another to ensure we are 
funding sustainably. 
Maintained Primary 2 - The schools block MUST NOT be used to fund the high 
needs block. Mainstream schools are under too much strain, which will only 
increase over the next few years. Central government and members need to realise 
that and not think they can take more money from mainstream to fund high needs. 
Maintained Junior 2 - see comments under 2 
Maintained Infant 7 - It is not appropriate for any funding from the School’s Block 
to be transferred to the High Needs Block. The Local Authority will need to seek 
additional funding from the government. We should not be disadvantaging other 
pupils by diverting funds from schools into the High Needs Block. 
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Maintained Junior 3 - This is a huge cost implication which my school cannot 
afford 
Maintained Infant 4 - See comments under 2. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - The principle of this we can support but as mentioned earlier, 
the cumulative impact of so many cuts to our own budget would quickly begin to 
impact on our delivery of provision to all of our pupils. 
Trust 3 (2 Schools) - We must move towards a vision of more supported 
placements in mainstream schools. 
Maintained Infant 5 - See comments under 2. 
Maintained Primary 3 - Again this seems it is a double reduction – the high needs 
block is not covering EHCPs but we are being asked to give even more to specialist 
providers!"  
Academy Secondary 2 - We must fund mainstream students education properly 
and not take vital money from them.   

Solent Academies Trust - Element 3 Top-up - Section 3.7 

5 Do you support the introduction of single banding 
funding rates which reflect the level of need of the 
child rather than the location of the child across the 
special schools within the Solent Academies Trust? 
By either : 

  

  Using a weighted based on the current top-up 
values and at no extra cost to the authority. 
(Section 3.7.4 b) Or: 

 
Y=19 

 
N=12 

  Increasing the funding to the Trust by 
developing a new banded system based on the 
current costs of the Trust.  By transferring 
£335,300 from the Schools Block to the High 
Needs Block through the use of the minus -
0.35% MFG at a cost of approximately £13.18 
per pupil.  Option 4c in Table 19 and on Table 
B. Or: 

 
Y=3 

 
N=25 

  Increasing the funding to the Trust by 
developing a new banded system based on the 
Mary Rose Academy rates.  By transferring 
£594,800 from the Schools Block to the High 
Needs Block through the use of the minus -
0.63% MFG at a cost of approximately £23.48 
per pupil.  Option 4d in Table 19 and on Table 
B. 

 
Y=3 

 
N=25 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Infant 1 - see comments under 2 
Maintained Primary 1 - see comments under 2. 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) raised 5 points: 

1. We agree that a new banding system is put in place for all our academies so 
it is funded on need and not location. 
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2. Year on year the complexity of new students attending the academies 
becomes more significant, and the resources that are required to allow to 
access their education are not taken into consideration. 

3. We have submitted budgets and case studies showing the costings required 
to fulfil our statutory obligations for the students and an additional £594,800 
is required. 

4. We have undergone a review commissioned by the ESFA who have 
validated that the academies financial situation is based on the funding 
deficit for our most vulnerable and complex students and is not due to the 
need for a full restructure. 

5. The need, health and safety and educational needs of our students is 
paramount to our request for additional funding to be granted. 

Maintained Secondary 1 - whilst in principle this is an area must consider 
supporting, I would appreciate a more detailed understanding of the financial 
situation within SAT. 
Maintained Infant 2 - See previous comments 
Academy Secondary 1 - Solent Academies Trust continually petitions for 
increased funding, revenue + capital. We have outstanding provision in this area in 
the city & it is my opinion that a compromise to reflect the reduced funding available 
in education is necessary in special schools as well as mainstream school. 
Maintained Infant 3 - It is not appropriate for any funding from the School’s Block 
to be transferred to the High Needs Block. The Local Authority will need to seek 
additional funding from the government. We should not be disadvantaging other 
pupils by diverting funds from schools into the High Needs Block. 
Maintained Junior 3 - The majority of mainstream schools are restructuring due to 
falling relative funding despite the increasing provision required for SEND pupils.  
We can no longer use our funding to support the needs of pupils at the trust without 
jeopardising the quality of education at our own schools.  
Maintained Infant 4 - See comments under 2. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - The principle of this we can support but as mentioned earlier, 
the cumulative impact of so many cuts to our own budget would quickly begin to 
impact on our delivery of provision to all of our pupils. 

• However, we do not have a detailed understanding of the exact 
circumstances of each of these schools.  
• Are their funding issues genuine or perceived?  
• Can their schools become more efficient?  
• Have they had for example an SRMA visit from a SEN specialist, and if so 
what were the headline outcomes?  
• Are there efficiencies to be made? 
• or do they have a genuine unavoidable funding crisis which needs our 
support from all schools in Portsmouth? 

These comments are not intended to be critical or judgemental of the 
circumstances, but simply to ask questions.  
Trust 3 (2 Schools) - Need to see evidence of cost of special school places from 
other authorities. 
Maintained Infant 5 - See comments under 2. 
Maintained Primary 3 - This again seems to imply schools are funding an 
academy. 
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Harbour Schools had to restructure in order to meet their budget demands, This 
should be considered for Solent Trust too. 

Special Schools - Place funding - Section 3.8 

6 Do you support the transfer of £81,600 from the 
Schools Block to the High Needs Block through the 
use of a minus -0.09% MFG at a cost of 
approximately £3.39 per pupil?  Option 5 in Table 19 
and Table B. 

 
  Y=6 

 
  N=18 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Primary 1 - see comments under 2. 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) - N/A 
Maintained Secondary 1 - another live and ongoing issue. 
Maintained Primary 2 - The schools block MUST NOT be used to fund the high 
needs block. Mainstream schools are under too much strain, which will only 
increase over the next few years. Central government and members need to 
realise that and not think they can take more money from mainstream to fund 
high needs. 
Maintained Junior 2 - see comments under 2 
Maintained Infant 3 - It is not appropriate for any funding from the School’s 
Block to be transferred to the High Needs Block. The Local Authority will need to 
seek additional funding from the government. We should not be disadvantaging 
other pupils by diverting funds from schools into the High Needs Block. 
Maintained Infant 4 - See comments under 2. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - The principle of this we can support but as mentioned 
earlier, the cumulative impact of so many cuts to our own budget would quickly 
begin to impact on our delivery of provision to all of our pupils. 
Trust 3 (2 Schools) - See previous answers. 
Maintained Infant 5 - See comments under 2. 
Maintained Primary 3 - If this funding is to support the new special free school 
and is only for one year I would agree. But if it was continued beyond 2020-21 I 
would disagree. 
Where does the new funding announced by the government go – is to the high 
needs block.  We don’t know amounts or implications so many of these questions 
could be being asked too early and as such given the wrong response. 
 

Post 16 Colleges - Section 3.9 

7 Do you support the transfer of £152,600 from the 
Schools Block to the High Needs Block through the 
use of a minus -0.16% MFG at a cost of approximately 
£6.02 per pupil?  Option 6 in Table 19 and Table B. 

 
Y=3 

 
N=25 

Please add any further comments 
Maintained Infant 1 - See comments under 2. 
Maintained Primary 1 - see comments under 2. 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) - N/A 
Maintained Primary 2 - The schools block MUST NOT be used to fund the high 
needs block. Mainstream schools are under too much strain, which will only 
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increase over the next few years. Central government and members need to realise 
that and not think they can take more money from mainstream to fund high needs. 
Maintained Secondary 1 - Post 16 providers have seen some of the biggest cuts. 
Maintained Junior 2 - see comments under 2 
Maintained Infant 2 - See previous comments. There simply is not enough money 
being provided by Central Government for children and young adults with SEND. 
We need to continue to send that clear message that we will be unable to support 
this vulnerable group without significant additional funding. Diverting money from 
our mainstream pupils is not the answer. 
Maintained Infant 3 - It is not appropriate for any funding from the School’s Block 
to be transferred to the High Needs Block. The Local Authority will need to seek 
additional funding from the government. We should not be disadvantaging other 
pupils by diverting funds from schools into the High Needs Block. 
Maintained Junior 3 - This is simply based on the lack of affordability to schools 
Maintained Infant 4 - See comments under 2. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - The principle of this we can support but as mentioned earlier, 
the cumulative impact of so many cuts to our own budget would quickly begin to 
impact on our delivery of provision to all of our pupils. 
Trust 3 (2 Schools) - Supported as a one-off ""growth"" area. 
Maintained Infant 5 - See comments under 2. 
Maintained Primary 3 - Post 16 funding should be used. 

Transfer from the Early Years Block - Section 3.11 

8 Do you support the transfer of £58,500 from the early 
years block to the High Needs Block through the 
reduction of the centrally retained funding as set out in 
Tables 11 and 12? 

 
Y=18 

 
N=8 

Please add any further comments 
Trust 1 (3 Schools) - we have an increased number of students that has been 
commissioned for early years and this would help?? 
Maintained Secondary 2 - cost neutral. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - The principle of this we can support but as mentioned earlier, 
the cumulative impact of so many cuts to our own budget would quickly begin to 
impact on our delivery of provision to all of our pupils. 
Maintained Primary 3 - There was no explanation on why the LA has held on to 
0.22 per pupil funding.   
If it is just sitting in an account then I agree. 
However, if EY team have needs for this funding but it hasn’t been made 
transparent here I disagree."    
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Schools Block proposals 
Growth funding - Secondary Schools - Section 4 

9 Which of the following proposals relating to changes to the Secondary lump 
sum payment of the growth fund do you support? Please rank in order of 
preference with 1 being your preferred choice and 4 being your least 
preferred choice. 

 Average 
score 

Priority 

 1. Do nothing, maintain current funding rate of 
£79,800 lump sum (section 4.2.2 1). Or: 

2.00 1 

 2. Use the basic per pupil entitlement to 
increase the lump sum to £115,900 and fund 
by using a minus -0.15% MFG at a cost of 
£5.65 per pupil (section 4.2.2 2). Or: 

2.45 3 

 3. Use an average per pupil rate to provide a 
secondary lump sum of £153,900 and fund 
by using a minus -0.34% MFG at a cost of 
£12.80 per pupil (section 4.2.2 3). Or: 

2.73 4 

 4. Increase the lump sum to £84,000, which 
remains within the affordability of the budget 
(section 4.2.2 4). 

2.18 2 

Please add any further comments 
Academy Secondary 1 - I note that this consultation does not highlight the 
hugely disproportionate impact on academies of local authority agreed growth 
using the current methodology. Children should not be disadvantaged as a result 
of school governance by any local authority decisions regarding financial 
allocation. It is my opinion that the local authority should fully fund the basic needs 
for places within the city & not take advantage of the funding mechanisms to 
divert this funding elsewhere. The previous underspends on growth fund 
allocation could have been used to carry forward against this potential increase 
above. I am disappointed by the manner in which this has been presented at 
consultation & with the limited explanations within the consultation document. 
Maintained Junior 3 - The growth fund has been adjusted for secondary schools 
already.  I don’t see the need to adjust this again.  Primary schools who have 
been through the growth fund also had concerns about short-term costs not being 
sufficient but soaked these costs up. 
Trust 2 (3 Schools) - For us, this would be of benefit with the gains outweighing 
the cost from a selfish perspective. However it might also be important to consider 
reviewing rates on an annual basis moving forward based on government funding 
levels. 
Trust 3 (2 Schools) - Asking schools to increase numbers to solve a Portsmouth 
places issue and then lagging the appropriate funding for a whole year (in the 
case of academies) is just plain wrong. Option 3 is the fairest way of ensuring that 
the money reaches the schools where the students actually are! 
Trust 4 (8 Schools) - Overall comment – Although we recognise the need to fund 
high needs provision, and therefore have provided a response to the priorities for 
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additional funding if this is received, we are unable to support a reduction in 
mainstream funding to fund high needs because of the impact on already 
overstretched school budgets." 
Academy secondary 2 - As a school rapidly growing in student numbers, number 
3 is the fairest option for fairly funding these places so we can provide the best 
education for our students.  If we are being asked to take on extra students then 
we should be allocated the right amount of money to educate them properly. 
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Prioritisation of additional funding 

To help us focus the additional funding on those areas which reflect the priorities of 
the Schools in the City please put a number against each of the options below, with 1 
being the most important and where the additional funding should be used first and 13 
being the least important. 
 

Options Average 
score 

 

Priority 

Pupils at Mainstreams schools with EHCP - no banding 4.64 3 

Pupils at Mainstreams schools with EHCP - with banding 2.50 1 

Pupils in specialist independent provision (Out of City) 6.78 8 

Special schools Element 3 Top-up (increased numbers and 
complexity) 

8.10 10 

Solent Academies Trust - Trust wide banding rates to reflect 
the needs of the child rather than the location - based on 
current banding rates  
 

6.89 9 

Solent Academies Trust - Trust wide banding rates to reflect 
the needs of the child rather than the location - based on 
increased banding rates  
 

10.10 12 

Solent Academies Trust - Trust wide banding rates to reflect 
the needs of the child rather than the location - based on 
Mary Rose banding rates  
 

11.80 13 

Additional special school places 4.45 2 

Post 16 colleges additional places and associated Element 3 
top-up 

9.30 11 

Early years complex needs inclusion fund 5.70 4 

Growth funding - Secondary unit rate of £115,900 (funded by 
any increase in the school block) 

5.70 4 

Growth funding - Secondary unit rate of £153,900 (funded by 
any increase in the school block) 

6.20 6 

Growth funding - Secondary unit rate of £84,000 (funded by 
any increase in the school block) 

6.44 7 
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Primary and Secondary 2020-21 Budget Shares

Illustrative values - using the National Fair Funding factor values issued by The Department For Education October 2019 (Using October 2018 Census data)

LAESTAB School Name Number on 

Roll

19-20 Post MFG 

Budget

Primary Secondary Total 

Deprivation

English as a 

second 

language

Low attainment Lump sum Rates PFI Total Allocation 

before MFL, 

MFG or CAP

Minumum 

Funding level 

(MFL) 

Adjustment

MFG 

Adjustment @ 

+1.84% per 

pupil

20-21 Post MFG 

Indicative Budget

Variance % of 

increase

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

8512006 Milton Park Primary School 394 1,627,775 1,125,658 0 189,578 20,956 173,857 114,400 33,264 0 1,657,713 0 0 1,657,713 29,938 2%

8512008 Copnor Primary 673 2,515,372 1,922,761 0 215,481 24,045 245,137 114,400 49,396 0 2,571,220 1,926 0 2,573,146 57,774 2%

8512637 Bramble Infant School and Nursery 170 753,821 485,690 0 58,909 21,731 48,932 114,400 23,814 0 753,477 0 11,671 765,148 11,328 2%

8512645 Meredith Infant School 245 1,052,268 699,965 0 129,539 22,109 91,807 114,400 9,988 0 1,067,808 0 1,534 1,069,342 17,073 2%

8512648 Devonshire Infant School 188 828,725 537,116 0 72,850 20,116 89,699 114,400 14,485 0 848,666 0 0 848,666 19,941 2%

8512665 Cumberland Infant School 173 746,037 494,261 0 54,999 4,095 48,574 114,400 9,575 0 725,904 0 31,580 757,483 11,446 2%

8512673 Medina Primary School 204 960,754 582,828 0 125,007 6,272 77,958 114,400 28,224 0 934,690 0 41,118 975,808 15,054 2%

8512680 Southsea Infant School 182 745,378 519,974 0 37,173 29,530 44,207 114,400 16,080 0 761,365 0 0 761,365 15,987 2%

8512689 Cottage Grove Primary School 405 1,870,954 1,157,085 0 282,924 77,163 200,716 114,400 37,516 0 1,869,804 0 32,781 1,902,585 31,631 2%

8512698 Stamshaw Infant School 236 1,029,245 674,252 0 129,079 22,113 74,640 114,400 20,990 0 1,035,474 0 10,218 1,045,692 16,447 2%

8512699 Wimborne Infant School 205 839,550 585,685 0 53,342 19,354 57,454 114,400 13,036 0 843,271 0 9,381 852,653 13,103 2%

8512705 Wimborne Junior School 353 1,392,233 1,008,521 0 110,165 12,840 149,458 114,400 23,445 0 1,418,830 0 0 1,418,830 26,596 2%

8512714 Fernhurst Junior School 352 1,494,603 1,005,664 0 181,538 18,190 167,620 114,400 32,578 0 1,519,990 0 0 1,519,990 25,387 2%

8512716 Craneswater Junior School 465 1,723,385 1,328,505 0 144,079 20,865 124,105 114,400 27,216 0 1,759,169 11,797 0 1,770,966 47,581 3%

8512719 Manor Infant School 217 1,021,753 619,969 0 162,156 22,551 61,278 114,400 29,232 0 1,009,586 0 28,325 1,037,911 16,157 2%

8512765 Portsdown Primary School and Children's Centre 398 1,826,498 1,137,086 0 318,090 15,703 198,407 114,400 31,248 0 1,814,934 0 42,491 1,857,425 30,928 2%

8513212 St Jude's C.E. Primary 401 1,585,911 1,145,657 0 145,247 45,165 126,785 114,400 30,744 0 1,607,998 0 4,423 1,612,421 26,510 2%

8513214 St George's Beneficial Primary School 311 1,570,167 888,527 0 260,340 37,452 132,219 114,400 28,224 0 1,461,162 0 135,272 1,596,434 26,267 2%

8513420 Corpus Christi Catholic Primary School 312 1,261,291 891,384 0 109,511 39,386 96,915 114,400 28,476 0 1,280,072 0 1,798 1,281,870 20,579 2%

8513422 St. John's CC Primary School 210 971,944 599,970 0 112,342 35,776 69,105 114,400 26,712 0 958,306 0 28,926 987,231 15,287 2%

8513423 St. Swithun's Catholic Primary School 315 1,207,494 899,955 0 78,560 39,947 69,945 114,400 29,736 0 1,232,542 0 0 1,232,542 25,048 2%

8515207 St Paul's Catholic Primary Sch 394 1,727,809 1,125,658 0 264,461 28,064 144,604 114,400 35,373 0 1,712,559 0 44,285 1,756,845 29,036 2%

Total Maintained Primary Schools 6,803 28,752,966 19,436,171 0 3,235,370 583,424 2,493,421 2,516,800 579,352 0 28,844,538 13,723 423,803 29,282,064 529,098 2%

8514303 Mayfield School 1,317 6,298,999 1,042,805 4,030,933 623,879 28,855 472,709 114,400 131,040 0 6,444,621 0 0 6,444,621 145,622 2%

8515413 St Edmund's Catholic School 998 5,381,004 0 4,213,046 719,795 37,553 351,961 114,400 103,320 0 5,540,075 0 0 5,540,075 159,070 3%

Total Maintained Secondary Schools 2,315 11,680,004 1,042,805 8,243,979 1,343,674 66,408 824,670 228,800 234,360 0 11,984,696 0 0 11,984,696 304,692 3%

8512000 The Flying Bull Academy 410 1,923,634 1,171,370 0 356,480 30,082 158,075 114,400 8,215 0 1,838,622 0 118,150 1,956,772 33,139 2%

8512001 Beacon View Primary Academy 388 1,817,747 1,108,516 0 318,390 8,624 155,595 114,400 5,695 0 1,711,220 0 137,763 1,848,983 31,237 2%

8512003 The Victory Primary School 438 1,887,803 1,251,366 0 319,516 4,986 203,037 114,400 9,317 0 1,902,621 0 17,641 1,920,262 32,459 2%

8512004 Ark Ayrton Primary Academy 383 1,802,884 1,094,231 0 336,427 43,073 119,737 114,400 5,897 0 1,713,765 0 120,079 1,833,844 30,960 2%

8512005 Arundel Court Primary School 530 2,565,271 1,514,210 0 516,151 52,929 175,664 114,400 9,929 0 2,383,284 0 226,901 2,610,185 44,914 2%

8512007 Ark Dickens Primary Academy 389 1,947,293 1,111,373 0 417,379 34,055 176,780 114,400 6,804 0 1,860,790 0 120,102 1,980,893 33,600 2%

8512009 Stamshaw Junior School 220 984,216 628,540 0 154,145 8,025 86,023 114,400 6,703 0 997,836 0 2,261 1,000,097 15,881 2%

8512010 Lyndhurst Junior 462 1,650,130 1,319,934 0 111,289 4,280 131,640 114,400 5,090 0 1,686,633 50,957 0 1,737,590 87,460 5%

8512644 Court Lane Junior Academy 480 1,687,157 1,371,360 0 60,596 5,350 131,022 114,400 7,157 0 1,689,885 117,272 0 1,807,157 120,000 7%

8512653 College Park Infant School 358 1,267,196 1,022,806 0 83,248 14,485 72,393 114,400 (8,163) 0 1,299,170 35,167 0 1,334,337 67,141 5%

8512654 Meon Infant School 179 712,025 511,403 0 26,435 16,095 50,082 114,400 3,166 0 721,581 0 1,382 722,963 10,938 2%

8512658 Northern Parade Junior School 472 1,787,114 1,348,504 0 207,739 12,305 155,190 114,400 (10,848) 0 1,827,290 0 0 1,827,290 40,175 2%

8512659 Northern Parade Infant School 357 1,388,815 1,019,949 0 139,348 32,765 126,203 114,400 (11,504) 0 1,421,161 0 0 1,421,161 32,346 2%

8512666 Solent Junior School 362 1,272,191 1,034,234 0 25,987 1,070 99,873 114,400 5,191 0 1,280,755 81,936 0 1,362,691 90,500 7%

8512670 Westover Primary School 342 1,275,411 977,094 0 78,141 6,577 126,689 114,400 4,914 0 1,307,815 0 0 1,307,815 32,404 3%

8512674 Highbury Primary School 405 1,561,555 1,157,085 0 179,533 10,049 129,779 114,400 6,612 0 1,597,458 0 0 1,597,458 35,903 2%

8512677 Court Lane Infant Academy 359 1,295,474 1,025,663 0 46,742 14,405 120,484 114,400 7,451 0 1,329,144 24,557 0 1,353,701 58,227 4%

8512679 Solent Infant School 271 954,850 774,247 0 10,125 8,010 47,837 114,400 6,350 0 960,969 61,631 0 1,022,600 67,750 7%

8512690 Gatcombe Park Primary 206 833,262 588,542 0 64,814 8,141 76,531 114,400 3,755 0 856,183 0 0 856,183 22,921 3%

8512694 Langstone Infant School 267 1,011,390 762,819 0 82,714 15,960 55,913 114,400 5,144 0 1,036,950 0 0 1,036,950 25,560 3%

8512697 Penhale Infant School 215 953,933 614,255 0 138,055 35,105 57,244 114,400 (5,972) 0 953,087 0 16,404 969,491 15,558 2%

8512700 Langstone Junior School 382 1,444,154 1,091,374 0 135,100 3,210 127,675 114,400 6,602 0 1,478,361 0 0 1,478,361 34,208 2%

8512707 Isambard Brunel Junior School 301 1,273,165 859,957 0 180,928 10,165 121,954 114,400 3,881 0 1,291,285 0 3,130 1,294,416 21,250 2%

8512709 Moorings Way Infant School 138 586,346 394,266 0 39,734 9,785 38,956 114,400 3,235 0 600,376 0 0 600,376 14,030 2%

8512715 Meon Junior School 344 1,311,769 982,808 0 86,396 9,630 146,094 114,400 4,937 0 1,344,265 0 0 1,344,265 32,496 2%

8512720 Newbridge Junior School 490 2,030,324 1,399,930 0 321,102 24,075 185,210 114,400 5,594 0 2,050,311 0 15,163 2,065,474 35,150 2%

Total Primary Academies 9,148 37,225,108 26,135,836 0 4,436,516 423,236 3,075,678 2,974,400 95,152 0 37,140,818 371,521 778,975 38,291,313 1,066,206 3%

8514002 Portsmouth Academy School 725 4,105,446 0 3,018,392 675,909 63,360 299,331 114,400 16,229 0 4,187,620 0 0 4,187,620 82,174 2%

8514003 Miltoncross Academy 798 4,449,325 0 3,394,242 540,737 44,752 330,556 114,400 30,996 161,347 4,617,031 0 0 4,617,031 167,706 4%

8514004 Priory School 1,194 6,371,578 0 5,055,960 793,176 69,178 489,646 114,400 26,460 0 6,548,819 0 0 6,548,819 177,242 3%

8514005 Trafalgar School 662 3,610,663 0 2,750,054 515,782 8,640 306,612 114,400 21,135 0 3,716,622 0 0 3,716,622 105,959 3%

8514006 University Technical College 197 1,229,708 0 898,517 95,036 1,440 64,480 114,400 58,823 0 1,232,695 0 16,452 1,249,148 19,439 2%

8514301 Springfield Secondary School 1,084 5,229,408 0 4,586,830 284,067 20,160 317,397 114,400 26,208 0 5,349,061 97,147 0 5,446,208 216,800 4%

8514302 Castle Veiw Academy 556 3,303,212 0 2,352,925 646,511 5,760 243,849 114,400 40,560 0 3,404,004 0 0 3,404,004 100,793 3%

8514320 Admiral Lord Nelson School 1,042 5,123,590 0 4,396,354 382,244 7,207 360,266 114,400 38,304 0 5,298,775 0 0 5,298,775 175,185 3%

8516905 Ark Charter Academy 651 4,350,489 0 2,736,264 719,355 59,131 327,370 114,400 19,051 0 3,975,570 0 417,062 4,392,632 42,143 1%

Total Secondary Academies 6,909 37,773,420 0 29,189,538 4,652,815 279,628 2,739,505 1,029,600 277,766 161,347 38,330,199 97,147 433,515 38,860,860 1,087,440 3%

Total Portsmouth Schools 25,175 115,431,497 46,614,812 37,433,517 13,668,375 1,352,696 9,133,274 6,749,600 1,186,630 161,347 116,300,251 482,390 1,636,292 118,418,933 2,987,436 3%

Basic Per Pupil
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Appendix 4:  
 
Suggestions identified at School Funding 2020-21 briefings (22 October 2019 and 23 
October 2019) 

1. Keep talking to Head-teachers about the issues - at Heads briefings 

2. Look at support and provision without an EHCP 

3. The current fragmented system puts additional requirements to support pupils 

through the transition between school phases e.g. infant to junior, junior to 

secondary. By looking at structural changes and all through schools there will be 

more consistency for pupils, earlier intervention to resolve issues and enable 

schools to be more flexible with their funding. 

4. Incentivise Head teachers to be inclusive by offering funding to keep pupils in 

mainstream school. Whilst the authority has a number of Inclusion Centres, most 

schools probably run their own internal inclusion centre to support pupils with 

SEND. 

5. Look at doing work with children before they get to school so that they are ready to 

learn. Alison Jeffery informed the group of Enhanced Child Health Offer (ECHO) for 

0-5 year olds.  Which looks to target support for good parenting, health visitors and 

mental health support to the most vulnerable children. 

6. Review the projects being considered by other local authorities, e.g.: 

 Planning to bring pupils in out of City Independent Provision back into the City at 

change in Educational phases. 

 Increasing the capacity in the SEND team so they are able to attend annual 

reviews that are held in schools and put in more challenge in terms of the 

continuation of the EHCP and / or level of support 

7.  Request for more head teachers to support the SEN Inclusion Support Panel to 

ensure effective and appropriate Education Heath and Care Plans 

8. As the primary population drops in the city look at the long term use of primary 

buildings to support initiatives 

9. Schools Forum can sit in isolation, look at having a regular session at Heads' 

briefings (Primary and Secondary) to communicate the current position and ask for 

input to future decisions 

As part of future consultations either bring to heads' briefings or if timing doesn't allow for 
attendance at heads' briefings, put in separate briefings as part of consultation process 
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Appendix 5 - Portsmouth Rates to National Funding Rates Comparison Table 2019/20 to 2020/21 
 

Funding Factors Payable for: Unit rate 2019/20* Unit Rate 2020/21 

  Primary Secondary Primary Secondary 
  £ £ £ £ 

Basic Entitlement      
Number on Roll (NOR) Primary including reception 2,782  2,857  
NOR Key Stage 3 Key stage 3 pupils  3,863  4,018 
NOR Key Stage 4 Key stage 4 pupils  4,386  4,561 

Deprivation      
Free School Meals Free School Meals (FSM) 440 440 450 450 
Free School Meals Ever 
6 

Free School Meals Ever 6 540 785 560 815 

IDACI F Pupils with an IDACI score 0.20 to 0.25 200 290 210 300 
IDACI E Pupils with an IDACI score 0.25 to 0.30 240 390 250 405 
IDACI D Pupils with an IDACI score 0.30 to 0.35 390 515 375 535 
IDACI C Pupils with an IDACI score 0.35 to 0.40 560 560 405 580 
IDACI B Pupils with an IDACI score 0.40 to 0.50 715 600 435 625 
IDACI A Pupils with an IDACI score 0.50 to 1.0 950 810 600 840 

Prior attainment      
Primary Primary pupils identified as not achieving the 

expected level of development in the early 
years foundation stage profile (EYFSP) 

1,050  1,065  

Secondary Pupils not achieving the expected standard in 
Key Stage 2at either reading, writing or  
Maths 

 1,550  1,610 

English as an 
additional Language 

EAL eligible pupils who started school within 
the last 3 years 

515 1,385 535 1,440 

Lump Sum Flat rate per school 110,000 110,000 114,400 114,400 

*Note: the 2019/20 primary rates represent the values for Portsmouth schools. 


